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Background
Heat map and clustering are used frequently in expres-
sion analysis studies for data visualization. Simple cluster-
ing and heat map can be produced from the “heatmap”
function in R language. However, it has some limitations
in producing advanced graphics and is not highly custo-
mizable. Thus, we developed an R package heatmap
3 which significantly improves the original heatmap by
adding more powerful and convenient features and pro-
viding a highly customizable interface.
Materials and methods
The heatmap3 package is developed based on the heat-
map function in the R language and is completely compa-
tible with it. All the commands and parameters for
heatmap can also be used in heatmap3. At the same time,
heatmap3 imported many new parameters to provide
more powerful features. Heatmap3 also provided a highly
customizable interface for users’ own functions so that
they can label and annotate the data in the figure very
easily.
Results
The new features of heatmap3 include a highly customiz-
able legend and side annotation, a wider range of color
selections, new labeling features which allow the user to
define multiple layers of phenotypes and automatically
compute associations based on these phenotypes. Addi-
tional features such as different agglomeration methods
for estimating distance between two samples are added for
clustering. A simulated data is used to demonstrate the
result of heatmap3 package (Figure 1).
Availability
The heatmap3 package can be accessed freely at github [1].
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Figure 1 An example of heatmap3 package. The tree in column 1 was divided into two parts based on the correlation between samples and
then labeled respectively. The figure in the column side demonstrates the annotation and labeling function for continuous and factor variables.
The figure to the left of the rows is an example for multiple layers of phenotypes labeling by color bar.
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